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 but after doing so now the dongle is not recognized by system dax, iptables -L -n -t nat lordcirth: i don't have -n or -t, and iptables -L lists the default policy, not the rules. dax, as i see, the policy is chain.nat, so not nat, but the nat rules in the chain. yep, that's the default chain, and doesn't include the firewall rules dax, ah, right. So the other issue you were having was to do with not having an ubuntu
firewall script. iptables --list, please that's what's added. "sudo iptables -t nat -L" lists rules? it lists the current rules, which include the firewall script but not the nat table yes, but you're not running Ubuntu oh so it does dax, it's easier if you ask for the chain, or just list the chain directly. not running ubuntu, so iptables -L lists the default policy, not the rules. might want to include rules that you are

aware of, so we can see what is done. i do, and iptables -L -n -t nat i have no idea what that does, but i don't think it does anything for me. -n prints the chain names -t nat prints the rules in the nat chain You are aware that you are running a Debian-based distro that's true but iptables --list lists the rules in all chains, so... anyways, i guess i'll reboot and see if things work better i'm guessing my network
config is borked. they all start with netns/ but that doesn't seem to explain 82157476af
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